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1. PROJECT OVERVIEW

S

amarth GOAL was a digital skilling and
mentorship initiative that seeks to identify and
mobilise 10 renowned people from differently
able population, who are working for the
betterment of people with disability. These 10
renowned personalities were the ones with
experience in leadership skills or roles which
they will leveraged to digitally empower and
personally mentor five youths from the marginalised communities across multiple locations of
India. 10 identified urban leaders had expertise
in their respective domains such as business,
education and health, politics, arts and entrepreneurship. Their experience and aspiration of
doing good to the community inspired, guided
and encouraged the differently able youth to
become village-level digital young leaders in
their communities.

Digital training of differently able youth was
supported by Digital Empowerment Foundation (DEF) through pre-established community
digital infrastructure hubs in the marginalised
communities. On-ground trainers facilitated the
digital literacy of the differently able through
a dedicated digital skilling curriculum. Meanwhile, the 10 influential leaders mentored the
differently able youth
virtually through accessible on-line video
conferencing mode like Google Meet, Zoom,
WhatsApp video call and such others on a
fortnightly basis.
The mentors and the trainers together took
the responsibility of imparting knowledge to
selected differently able. The three core areas
of imparting knowledge were as follows:

During the course of the one-year project, the
differently able youth got trained in functional
digital literacy, safety skills and equipped with
basic digital tools. They also got nurturing to
instil life skills there by activating their agency
and proactively work towards achieving their
aspirations.
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1 - Digital Literacy

2 - Life Skills

1. Basics of Computers

1. Thinking & Managing

2. Useful Computer Applications

2. Living & Being

3. Smartphones & Social Media

3. Working & Giving

4. Online Safety & Security

4. Relating & Caring

5. Digital Information & Careers

3 - Leadership &
Entrepreneurship
1. Problem Identification
2. Problem Solving
3. Leadership Qualities

GOAL Keepers
While the project is primarily targeted at
capacity building of rural and tribal girls,
the trainer as well as the mentees will work
closely with community gatekeepers or other
stakeholders to encourage socio-behavioural,
cultural or livelihood changes. Rural or Tribal
Girls Trainers Mentors Parents Community.

4. Strategic Planning
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2. OBJECTIVES
By the end of this year-long project; 10 leaders will inspire, guide and encourage over 50
differently able youth to bring the following positive impact:
Equip the functional literacy skills
Enhance leadership skills of the Mentees
Increase access to information
Assist in realising the inner-potential of the mentees and help them build on the same
Improve decision making skills
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3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

D

igital Empowerment Foundation in partnership with Equally Able Foundation is working
towards enabling the active participation of differently abled people for their mainstreaming
in society and the economy, by connecting them with the Mentorship programme.
As a part of the programme, 10 leaders inspired and encouraged over 50 differently able youth to
become the better version of themselves. The DEF team approached more than 30 social influential
leaders to on-board them for Mentoring the differently able youth. For this, DEF approached them
through various channels and also by reaching out to the DEF fraternity. On the other hand, DEF
Soochnapreneur (infopreneurs) reached out to over 70 differently able youth to connect them with
the mentorship programme.
However, as the programme progressed due to personal issues and time constraints many of the
mentors and few mentees dropped out. Lastly, 14 mentors and 48 mentees were extensively engaged
in the mentoring sessions across the five states, details attached in the Annexure 1. The selected
mentees received smartphones and data recharges from the DEF to regularly attend their mentoring
sessions.
Moreover, two sessions, one with the mentor and the other one with the mentor and all the mentees
were facilitated in order to acquaint each and every person engaged in the programme. Also, During
the one-to-one interaction, we realised that the programme has impacted the mentees significantly
with the help of over 600 mentoring sessions held through the convenient online video-conferencing
modes like Google Meet, Zoom, WhatsApp video call and such others across all the locations till
date.
Few sessions by the leaders themselves are differently able conducted motivational sessions with a
purpose of making them realise that people with disabilities have abilities too and ensuring that those
abilities bloom and progress. So that all their dreams come true and they will act as a service
provider instead of being a service seeker.
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4. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION:
4.1 Locations:
We identified the following locations, mentioned in the map to roll out Samarth GOAL Programme.
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4.2 Programme Orientation & Mentee selection:

The team did extensive outreach in the community to identify the differently able youth from the
minority communities. This was done by on ground orientation by the district coordinators to enrol
them in the programme and a virtual orientation with the Delhi head office team was followed before
on-boarding of the mentees.

Through multiple efforts, over 70 mentees were briefed and enrolled to the programme. However,
few of them were dropped out due to unavoidable circumstances.
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4.3 Programme Orientation & Mentor Selection:
The team made the following efforts to onboard the social influencer for mentoring the differently
able minority youth.
Reached out to potential social influencers by publishing social media posts regularly on DEF’s
all social media handles
Approached jury members who attend the DEF awards
Approached previous GOAL mentors
Approached DEF friends
All the efforts helped us in identifying best 30 mentors to mentor the differently able youth. Further,
virtual orientation was done by the DEF team to give the overview of the programme and the
expectation from this engagement. Ultimately, out of 30, 14 mentors were successfully enrolled and
were continuously mentoring the 50 mentees from the five states.
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4.4 Mobile distribution:
All the selected mentees in the Samarth GOAL programme received a smartphone using which they
attended the mentoring sessions. The distribution of the phones was done as per the plan. All the
state coordinators organised another round of orientation in their respective centre and revisited the
purpose of the Samarth GOAL programme and explained the mentees about the purpose of providing
them with a smartphone. The orientation was also focussed on motivating them on various possibilities of using a smartphone along with attending the mentoring sessions. Moreover, a written agreement was signed by mentee before accepting the smartphones to ensure smartphone is being used for
the right purpose of the programme.

In Telangana and Jharkhand, the programme received good media coverage. Moreover, Ramgarh
MLA from Jharkhand distributed the smartphones to the mentees and motivated them to make use of
it efficiently to hone their skills.
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4.5 Mentoring session:
More than 500 mentoring sessions held during the programme with 52 mentees and 14 mentors,
appended below were some of the significant topics covered by the mentors.
Ms Anshula Verma from South Africa did an ice breaking session with their respective mentees
from Uttar Pradesh. This exercise was imperative for all the mentees to build a healthy
relationship among themselves as well as the mentor.
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Ms Sneha exercising SWOT analysis with the Mentees from Jharkhand
This was an important exercise and a pre-requisite for every mentor to conduct with their respective
mentees to make them realise their innate qualities. After the continuous two to three sessions and
exercise, all the mentees in the programme were advised to make sure that they will remember and
apply this in their life as well in their professional life..

Zoom Meeting
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Ms Natasha a Delhi based Mentor, mentoring the youth of the Ramgarh, Jharkhand by
imparting the soft skills which will help the mentees to develop their personality. Moreover,
she has acquainted the mentees with the different kinds of the emotions that the human being
goes through in their life and guided the ways of dealing the different emotions at different
situation. She also informed her mentees about the government schemes available for the
Person with disability (PwD)
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Mr Ravi Guriya, Delhi-based film maker, mentored the differently able youth from Bihar. The
continuous engaging interaction helped the mentees in expressing themselves and shared their
interest areas with the mentor on which they like to have sessions on. They expressed their
interest to learn about creativity, professionalism, managing multiple tasks and others.

Ms Shudha Jain, Mumbai-based mentor, working with a multi-national company and a singer,
imparted sessions on building the cognitive skills. Mentor’s efforts helped the mentees to start
a practice of to writing the important points discussed during the session and later on preparing presentations. Mentees did create a presentation on the life skill topic taught by the mentor.
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Ms Megha Chopra, business head from Amex, conducted several sessions with the entees on
life skills, entrepreneurship and others.

She had imparted session on entrepreneurship as all the five differently able minority youth
participants were in their thirties. Taking learnings from the session, three of them have started applying them in their profession whereas the other two are leveraging the learnings in
search of a job. Neha is a founder of Planet Abled company. It’s a world’s first accessible travel
sojourn for people with disabilities. Neha mentored four female mentees from Jharkhand. She
had conducted several sessions to familiarise with the mentees. She conducted an extensive
exercise on leadership skills to build the confident to express their thoughts. She also shared
her company’s success story with her mentees to motivate them. Moreover, Neha is helping the
mentees to enhance their cognitive skills as well.
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Ms Meenu Mani is a differently abled woman and chairperson of non-profit organisation called
Yes, We Can. She organised an interactive and motivational session with all the female mentees of the Samarth GOAL programme.
The aim of the session was to make the mentees open up and share their views. Moreover,
she shared that she and her husband both are especially able, but they never lost hope. This is
what she advised to every mentee to follow. Also, she tried to make them realise that God has
made them special and that’s why they are called especially abled and motivated them to learn
knitting, weaving or anything that they want to do to show their presence in the community.

Mr. Amar Jain is a differently abled and a
qualified advocate by profession. He has
been working as a corporate lawyer. In his
sessions, he shared his life instances and
how his attitude of never giving up helped
him to achieve the position where he is at the
moment. Moreover, he educated the mentees
about the laws the government has framed
for the person with the disability and also
guided the process of getting the same. The
session was informative and the mentees got
the insights about their rights which they are
entitled to.
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Ms Vandan is a certified emotional Intelligence practitioner. She mentored the mentees from
Barabanki, Uttar Pradesh. Frequent weekly sessions with the mentees helped her build a good
relationship with all her mentees. She conducted sessions on emotions using different ideas and
approaches on understanding how a human experiences anxiety, fear, rejection, depression and
so on. She also shared the preventive ways to stay from anxiety and depression. She conducted
more than four sessions with in a month to complete the emotion exercise.
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4.6 Virtual Convening:
Due to the COVID restrictions and as a precautionary measure, we conducted the virtual convening
with all the mentors.
The objective of the convening was to facilitate the cross learnings of the mentors mentoring the
mentees across the five states. They shared their learning and their observations especially the
behavioural and attitudinal changes they observed after imparting life skills sessions.
Moreover, the approach of dealing with PwD and the ethical practice that every mentor must
follow was discussed extensively. The DEF team shared a road map withevery mentor so that they
had a proper guidance in assisting the mentees in taking a step towards their aspirations through
these sessions.
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4.7 Mentor and Mentee Convening:
A mentor and the mentee convening was held on the women’s day. All the mentees across five states
and the mentors met virtually over a video conference. Mentees were selected to represent their
group to build their confidence. It was pre decided that the focussed participatory session on Gender
and its impact on the disability was imparted, mentees were educated about the concept if the Gender
and similarly their problems during the sharing’s were aligned how these societal attitudes towards
the especially able person is affecting their day-to-day life.

As the session progressed, Mentor Ms. Medha is a founder of Bhakti University and a senior
professor at Delhi University, shared her experiences. Her opening remarks was inspiring for all the
mentees. Medha narrated her life journey and instances where she faced challenges for being
specially able and she overcame all of them in her thirty years of professional career.
The convening helped the mentees to bring confidence and perceive that they are also a normal
human being like the others and can dream. She concludes by sharing the story of Arunima Sinha,
world-famous Indian mountain climber who’s also an amputee, to scale the Mount Everest.
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4.8 Digital Skilling:
As a part one of the objectives, all the mentees across the five states were trained in mobile literacy
and also enrolled in the basic functional digital literacy programme from their nearby centres.
Following were some of the major topics taught to the mentees from the as a part of digital skilling:
Mobile literacy
Usage of the utility software
Internet usage
Creating Gmail
Basics of safety and security
Microsoft office
Mentees were briefed about the above-mentioned topics either through the community information
resource centres (CIRC) set up by DEF or through virtual mode of guidance. Due to the lockdown
and the difficulty in commuting, the mentees continued to their digital literacy classes via virtual
mode.
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4.9 Monitoring & Evaluation:
In order to track the progress and efficient facilitation of the Samarth Goal programme the team
created a WhatsApp group of mentor and mentees. Apart from that, a excel sheet was maintained in
which session details including mentor and mentees information were recorded.

On the other hand, mentor was also monitoring the progress of the mentees by advising them to share
the images of the notes which they maintained for each and every class they attended.
These were some of the mechanisms used by the DEF and the Mentor to keep track of the progress
of the mentoring sessions.
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4.10 Virtual exposure visits of the Centre
To familiarise the mentees of one centre to another centre, the team organised a virtual session
between the mentees of Jharkhand and Uttar Pradesh. Jharkhand mentees shared about their place,
lifestyle and socio-economic status of their area, similarly the Uttar Pradesh mentees also shared
their perspectives. They also discussed about their problems and the how their communities behave
towards the people with disability.

Barabanki (Uttar Pradesh) mentees were being mentored by Mr Shashank, a Supreme court lawyer
and he informed about the legal process and the rights of the people with disability during the
sessions. Two mentees Deepak and Lavkush took a lead and explained the Jharkhand mentees about
the rights of the people with the enshrined in the constitutional such as equality, freedom, justice and
dignity. Moreover, they were also educated about the use of the Right to Information and the process
of applying for the same. The whole session was very informative and the idea of virtual interaction
between interstate mentees proved to be very helpful.
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5. SOCIAL MEDIA:
Throughout the programme, Social media was used as a tool to promote the activities related to the
project such as interaction call among the mentors and mentees were shared using the organisation’s
social media network. The activities were promoted in the following social media platforms:
a) Twitter
b) Instagram
c) LinkedIn
d) Facebook
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6. IMPACT STORIES
6.1 The journey of a Polio-disabled youth who
became a pillar to his family

A 30-year-old youth Irshad from a small village
of Nuh, Haryana is a father of two children. He
acquired a disability due to polio. Separated from
his joint family, Irshad was taking care of his
family on his own.
He managed to complete his basic education, and
with the desire to make his career in
government jobs, he enrolled for a diploma in
education course. Unfortunately, he couldn’t get
through the government job. But he definitely
put
forward his positive attitude and started doing
social service. He started supporting villagers in
completing their documents required to avail the
State and Central government welfare schemes.
By providing service to the community, he also
started earning livelihood for his family.
During the block visit by DEF, he came in contact with the DEF’s Digital center person and
came to know about the Goal Samarth Mentorship programme and he expressed his interest to
join the programme. He was then mentored by
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the Amex Executive, Ms Megha Chopra.
He attended several sessions, and during one
call, he opened up and shared about the phase of
his life where he felt depression because of his
limited ability to speak English, failing in exams,
and dropping out of education because of
financial issues. Being introvert person by nature,
he never expressed himself to anyone. But he
had the feeling of helping his community which
he expresses during the mentorship sessions.
The mentor guided him to use internet and motivated him that he should not feel hesitated just
because he is disabled.
The session also helped Irshad in improving his
communications skills. Now he is doing an
advance digital literacy course and aspiring to
become a SoochnaPreneur. Due to learnings
from the mentorship, he is now planning to work
as a digital service provider in his village and
provide entitlement services to the villagers with
the help of digital infrastructure.
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6.2 With the enthusiasm of never giving up, 23-yearold differently abled Ganesh is now saving minimum
50,000 a year
Being a differently abled person, Ganesh didn’t
know which way to go and how to support his
family.
This is the story of Ganesh, a 23-year-old boy
from West Champaran, Bihar.
Before joining the DEF’s GOAL Samarth
programme, he was looking for opportunities to
support his family.
DEF coordinator, Mr. Prabhu Kumar met
Ganesh and came to know about his whereabouts. Prabhu helped him to enroll for the
mentorship programme.
After several interactions with the mentor Ravi
Guria, Ganesh gained the confidence to take up
any task. Observing his dedication towards the
engagement, DEF coordinator engaged Ganesh
with the ongoing DEF’s programme of Risk
communication and community engagement, in
which he worked by earning a decent
stipend. He is now happy to be associated with
the programme that has helped him to support
his family.
Ganesh also discussed with the mentor about his
life, hardships, financial problems he has faced,
and plans of starting a small venture in his
hometown. In order to get short-term financial
help, Ganesh is in plans of approaching the
company where he used to work earlier. He
aspires to save for his future business plan.
Ganesh followed the advice suggested by mentor Ravi and approached the previous company. Fortunately, the company owner agreed to
provid him with the similar position on which
he was working earlier. As per the plans made
by Ganesh, he will be able to save minimum of
Rs 50,000 annually. Once he achieves that he
will then return to his village and take a loan for
starting his venture.
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7. CHALLENGES:
The team has made efforts to onboard the 30 mentors from the urban areas as they had expressed
their interest to mentor the differently able youth.
However, after the orientation, majority of the mentors failed to get back to DEF. Dropping out of
the mentors and unable to commit dedicated time were some of the major challenges we came cross
during the implementation of the programme.
Further, three mentors who did take the sessions has also left the programme without giving any
intimation. Due to this, mentees under these mentors had an adverse impact.
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8. WAY FORWARD
To provide the sustainable living to the Samarth mentees, we are planning to connect the GOAL
Samarth mentees, with the following prospects
Connect them with the Government vocational training institutes
Create a pool of Samarth Soochnapreneur by providing basic digital infrastructure for their
sustainable living thorugh which they will provide digital services and entitlement services to
the community
Organise more life skills session with the mentees by connecting the especially able social
influencer
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Annexure:
Sr. No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Mentee
Ganesh Kumar
Uraw
Radhika
Kumari
Amresh
Kumar
Vinesh Uraw
Mithlesh
Kumar
Amarjeet
Kumar
Anu Kumari
Feeroz Alam
Sushma
Kumari
Anita Kumari
Vijeta
Manju
Rita Kumari
Nunita

Age
23		

Gender
Male

State
Bihar

Mentor

30

Female

Bihar

24

Male

Bihar

Ravi Guria a
Filmmaker by
Profession

28
26

Male
Male

Bihar
Bihar

23

Male

Bihar

19
26
20

Female
Male
Female

Bihar
Bihar
Jharkhand

30
21
20
19
25

Female
Female
Female
Female
Female

Jharkhand
Jharkhand
Jharkhand
Jharkhand
Jharkhand

Haradhan
Manjhi
Sudesh Kumar
Akhtar Ansari
Yogendra
Mahato
Rita Kumari
Punam Kumari
Ambika
Kumari
Sanato Kumari

22

Male

Jharkhand

22
28
28

Male
Male
Female

Jharkhand
Jharkhand
Jharkhand

23
19
22

Female
Female
Female

Jharkhand
Jharkhand
Jharkhand

23

Female

Jharkhand
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Mr. Amar
an especially
able lawyer.
Mentor Sneha
a development Sector
practitioner.
Neha a
founder of the
Planet able
promoting
inclusive
tourism to the
people with
disability
Natasha a
Topper
master
Graduate
from Delhi
University
Meenu a
founder of
YesWecan
is especially
able.
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23

Gulshan
Kumar
Sonali
Bankhede
Archana
Chaurey
Shubham
Bankhede
Neelesh Uikey

19

Male

18

Female

18

Female

20

Male

18

Female

19

Female

18

Male

21
24
23

Male
Male
Male

26
31
25
22

Male

Haryana
Haryana
Haryana
Haryana

37

Devanand
Borban
Bhavarao
Thakre
Saad Khan
Akram Ali
Shakeel
Ahmad
Tofeeq
Irshaad Khan
Nusrat
Aamanat
Khatun
Arzaana

19

Female

Haryana

38
39
40
41

Niyaz Waris
Lavkush
Subhash
Shail Kumari

25
22
19
19

Male
Male
Male
Female

Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh

42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Aakash
Shrikant
Deepak
Maleek
Sohel
Vedashree
Saleem

20
21
20

Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male

Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Telangana
Telangana
Telangana
Telangana

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
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Madhya
Pradesh
Madhya
Pradesh
Madhya
Pradesh
Madhya
Pradesh
Madhya
Pradesh
Madhya
Pradesh
Madhya
Pradesh
Haryana
Haryana
Haryana

Shudha Jain
an employee
from a
Multinational
company and
a Singer.

Zahra a
Master
Graduate
from Aligarh
University.
Ms. Megha
Chopra, a
business head
at Amex India
Ms. Anudita
Khokhar a
Master
graduate
from Delhi
University
Vandana is
a Certified
Emotional
Intelligence
Practitioner
Shashank
a Supreme
court Lawyer
Sheena an IIT
Fellow and
Khamar
Rehman a
founder of
Vanitha Jyoti
NGO
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House No. 44, 2nd Floor
Kalu Sarai, (Near IIT Flyover)
New Delhi – 110016
Tel: 91-11-422-33-100 / Fax: 91-11-26532787
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